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Enterprise Print Suite
Sessions

Explore the latest updates and upcoming features in MarketDirect StoreFront. 
This session will provide insights into new tools and enhancements designed to 
improve your web-to-print experience, helping you stay ahead in a dynamic 
industry.

Discover how to utilize SmartStores Builder 2.0 to create more engaging and 
visually appealing online stores. This workshop will cover practical tips on using 
the platform's latest functionalities to enhance user experience and increase 
sales.

Learn how to effectively use variable data printing (VDP) to personalize print 
products and marketing materials. This session will cover techniques and 
strategies to tailor content to individual preferences, boosting relevance and 
customer engagement.

Gain a comprehensive understanding of MDSF's Fulfillment tools and the 
options for both Pick and Pack fulfillment as well as Product Rental workflows 
through your online stores. This session will discuss best practices for setting 
up and building your pick and pack, and rentals business using MDSF, how to 
configure products, and map out your warehouse.

Picsart's AI-powered creativity tools are now available in MarketDirect 
StoreFront. Using the integration you can give access to more than 20 
AI-powered design tools to your customers. Explore how to integrate and 
leverage Picsart within MarketDirect StoreFront to enhance your product 
offerings with high-quality graphics and editing tools. This session will provide 
practical demonstrations and use cases.

MarketDirect StoreFront offers powerful Cross Media Campaign tools, that 
enable you to provide your customers with the ability to create engaging 
multi-channel campaigns, driving revenue and more print volume for your 
business. Dive into the creation of cross-media campaigns that combine print, 
email, web, and mobile channels. Learn how to design integrated strategies that 
enhance customer engagement and drive conversions across multiple 
platforms.

Understand the nuances of shifting from B2B to B2C markets in the print 
industry. This session will discuss strategies for building a successful B2C site 
and business using MarketDirect StoreFront.

Engage with the product managers from the MarketDirect StoreFront team in 
an interactive Q&A session. Get answers to your specific questions and discuss 
challenges and solutions in managing and enhancing your web-to-print 
storefront.
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See what's new and the roadmap ahead for the Enterprise Commercial Suite. 
New tools, new interfaces and new workflows all designed to improve your 
efficiency and recduce onboard of new employees. 

See and hear how PrintFlow 4D's improved scheduling performance, improved 
user interface and common Suite look and feel can improve your profitability, 
resource useage and on time delivery

See for yourself Auto-Count 4D's has changed the way many customers data 
collect. Record, respond and analyse data like never before to improve 
machine, employee and business efficiency 

Your chance to shape the future of technology that impacts and enhances your 
business on a daily basis. Meet the team, share the vision and shape the path to 
great efficiency for your business.

People have been scheduling work since printing began but as volumes of jobs 
and number of tasks increase learn how the power of automated scheduling 
and business rule driven global optimization can give you back sellable time and 
reduce the depenancy on human intervention to optimize production for profit

Revolutionize your production process with cutting-edge solutions tailored for 
the 4D industry. Experience unprecedented efficiency gains as production 
times shrink and overhead costs are slashed. Our advanced automation 
technologies minimize human interaction, streamlining operations and 
mitigating costly errors. Embrace the future of manufacturing while optimizing 
your bottom line.

Receiving the classic request for quote spreadsheet and need to find a faster 
way to turn that spreadsheet into a standard estimate? Join us and find out 
how you can take those large spreadsheets, import them and create dynamic, 
fully structured and consistent estiamtes with just a few clicks.

We know estimating is becoming more and more complex and good, skilled 
experienced estimators are getting harder to find. See how iQuote can hide 
much of the complexity and incorporate that secret sauce knowledge within 
your business to allow even a novice to build highly detailed, complete and 
competitive estimates. 

Everybody knows the world of software, solutions and partners is complex. 
Your choice is only limited by your imagination and ability to integrate to the 
systems you use to reduce double entry and keystrokes. Find out how The 
Monarch API and the new Financial connect can extend your business and 
production ecosysytem

Print isn't dead and neither is mailing. The world of mailing is now as much 
about science as it is about manufacturing but how can we estimate, plan, 
schedule, produce and deliver so many versions, packages and drops? Join us 
to see how the ePS mailing solutions can help you.
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Someone once said "Knowledge is Power" and ePS Workbench Widgets are all 
about knowledge. See how to leverage and build well crafted Workbench 
Widgets to empower your employees with higher levels of real time visibility 
into the things that really matter to them, matter to the business and drive 
productivity.

We know that every business and every buyer is different and they want data in 
a different way. See first hand how to build the custom reports, job tickets, 
letters of quote and other artificts in the most effiecient way.

Your chance to shape the future in the Industry 4.0 connected world of 
scheduling and data collection. This is your chance to participate in an open 
discussion with our experienced experts and other industry leaders to build 
and even better, more effiecient and measurable production flow.

Digital is now and as quality improves, run lenths change and variable data 
becomes more a part of every day production see how you can effieciently 
leverage technolgy and not people to schedule, track, measure and report 
digital production.

The next generation of material movement, anywhere, anytime on any device is 
here. Get a first hand look at how MaterialDirector can help just in time 
movement of materials from receipt to warehouse, work centre and all the way 
to shipping.

Leveraging MaterialDirector and the wider Suite of tools to improve the 
planning, movement and consumption of materials.

See iQuote's powerful event managemeent and SmartNotes in action and how 
well structure events and notes can drive automation, visibility and productivity 
within any type of estiamitng, planning and manufacturing process.

ePS Workbench and Automator have changed the way many customer and 
users interact with their ecosystem. Understand how real time insights and 
automated event triggers have reduced costs and improved efficiency.

Each and every job has material requirements. From raw materials to semi 
finished components or supplied components to outsourced services see the 
new world of demand to order and reciept can improve your workflow and 
simplify the processes required to prepare what each job needs. 

Join the Monarch User Group to discover how Monarch users are leveraging 
the platform to drive innovation, streamline processes, and achieve business 
success through collaboration and shared insights.
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